The human visual system observes and understands a scene/image by making a series of fixations. Every fixation point lies inside a particular region of arbitrary shape and size in the scene which can either be an object or just a part of it. We define as a basic segmentation problem the task of segmenting that region containing the fixation point. Segmenting the region containing the fixation is equivalent to finding the enclosing contour -a connected set of boundary edge fragments in the edge map of the scenearound the fixation. This enclosing contour should be a depth boundary.
Introduction
Active Vision has had tremendous successes in the past twenty years. Head/eye active binocular systems appeared in Universities and the Industry, research on visual motion, navigation and 3D recovery achieved new heights, a series of sophisticated tracking systems made its appearance,computational work on attention and work on navigation made significant advances. 4, 9, 10 Now the field has developed numerous techniques for successfully dealing with large spaces (going from one place to another) and researchers are turning their attention to small spaces (objects). Indeed, a pressing need for a large number of applications is to develop semantic robots -the robots that are equipped with sensors and effectors capable of finding and fetching (picking up, carrying) objects in a room, while possibly communicating with a human through speech. We borrow the term, "semantic robots", from the synonymous Challenge sponsored by the National Science Foundation: The Semantic Robot Vision Challenge (SRVC).
1 (In this challenge, robots (possessing sensors) were given names of twenty objects. The robots were then supposed to find those objects in a simplified room-like setting. Before entering the rooms, the robots were connected to the Internet to obtain images and build visual representations of the objects under consideration). Imagine the following scenario in an elderly care facility: An elderly person is not able to perform a regular task due to a temporary loss of memory, fatigue, or similar causes and he/she requests assistance. Such assistance may be in the form of a robotic device roaming the hallways which is summoned to attend the person in the particular room. It will have to perform variety of tasks. While some of these tasks may be simple, others may require significant effort (both mental and physical) on the part of the person needing the assistance. Some common (and simpler) tasks may, for example, include finding the pill box and giving it to the person. In general, a complex task may involve fetching an object that could be in plain view, or it could be partially seen or it could be hidden inside a drawer. A complex task such as the one described above will require both "gentle" dextrous manipulation as well as vision. Both of these sub-problems (manipulation and vision) should be triggered by speech or sound, whereby the person may instruct the robot to carry out the task either autonomously or through cooperative search strategies (i.e., the person could instruct the robot to look in specific locations and in real-time guide the robot to accomplish the task by perhaps voice commands to your left, behind you, on the shelf above the stove).
This paper is devoted to basic visual competences needed by the robot to function inside the room of the hypothetical scenario described before. When the robot is inside the room where it is supposed to assist someone, it will have to visually search the area and find an object. For this to happen, the robot must possess capabilities to segment the part of the image it sees and recognize the segment as some kind of object that it knows about. This problem of segmentation is an open question and constitutes a core challenge addressed in this paper. We are interested in solutions that are generic and can be used by a variety of robots, since the problem of visually segmenting objects is universal.
Active Segmentation
The problem of segmentation has occupied scientists, philosophers and engineers for many years, with very interesting results. But what does it really mean to segment a scene? The most prominent definition of segmentation in the literature is dividing the scene (or image) into regions with some homogeneous property. This is done by grouping pixels together depending upon their properties such as their color, Fig. 1 . Our robot with a quad-camera vision system mounted on top. The green arrow shows its line of sight as it fixates on an object on the table. For every such fixation, our algorithm returns the region containing the object. The robot makes multiple fixations at other locations and use the associated regions returned by our algorithm to understand the scene.
brightness, and texture, and merging these groups in a hierarchical fashion. The clustering will eventually put all the pixels together in one big group, the entire image. So, it is important to stop the process of clustering at an appropriate level to obtain the desired segmentation. The current segmentation algorithms 23, 40, 47 take the user inputs such as the expected number of regions, 40 thresholds 23 to stop the process of segmentation and output the results. The problem with depending on the user specified parameters to stop the segmentation is that these parameters cannot be calculated automatically for a new test image. Inappropriate parameters result in over-segmentation or undersegmentation of the image. In the former case, the region of interest is broken into many small regions, whereas in the latter case, the region of interest get merged with other regions to form a bigger region. So, to have a segmentation as an essential first step of visual processing, it should be fully automatic and not depend upon any user input.
Furthermore, the definition of the "desired" segmentation of a scene (or image) depends on the object of interest. For example, in Fig. 2(a) , the tiny horse and the big tree are two possible objects of interest. Now, if the tiny horse is of interest, Fig. 2(c) is the "desired" segmentation output. However, if the big tree is of interest, Fig. 2(b) is the "desired" segmentation. Note that in Fig. 2(b) , there is in fact no region corresponding to the horse. So, if the object of interest had been the horse, the segmentation in Fig. 2(b) would be a case of under-segmentation. This clearly illustrates that having global parameters to segment an image is not a meaningful exercise. The reason that the practice of choosing a single global parameter for an image has prevailed is the images in the segmentation databases usually have only a single object in prominence or in case of multiple objects, they all exist at comparable scale. Thus, the "desired" segmentation of the image is decided by looking at the number of regions spanning the prominent object(s) in the image. We need a segmentation algorithm that segments the object of interest rather than the entire image at once. This object of interest is what human eyes fixate on. But, before we explain our segmentation algorithm which is fully automatic and segments the region of interest in the scene, we explain our motivation to design a fixation based segmentation algorithm. Our inspiration comes from analyzing how the human visual system works. One of the fundamental steps is that the human visual system observes and makes sense of a dynamic scene (video) or static scene (image) by making a series of fixations at various salient locations in the scene. These salient locations are in fact the objects or the parts of the objects in the scene. Researchers have studied in great length about where human eye fixates, 19,50 but little is known about the operations carried out in the human visual system during Active Segmentation 365 a fixation. We argue that during a fixation, the human visual system segments the region of interest which contains the fixation point. As it moves to the new fixation location, it segments another region of interest. In fact, instead of segmenting the entire image at once (what is done conventionally in the segmentation literature), the scene is segmented in terms of a series of individual regions associated with the fixations in the scene. This is also likely because of the structure of the human retina which captures only the small neighborhood around the fixation in high resolution by the fovea, and the rest of the scene in lower resolution by the sensors on the periphery of retina.
In this paper, we define segmenting the region containing the fixation point as a basic segmentation problem. Since the early attempts on Active Vision, there has been a lot of work on problems surrounding fixation, both from a computational and psychological perspective. 4, 9, 10, 22, 35 Despite all this development however, the operation of fixation never really made it into the foundations of computational vision. Specifically, the fixation point has not become a parameter in the multitude of low and middle level operations that constitute a big part of the visual perception process. This is the avenue we pursue in this paper. It is only natural to make fixation part and parcel of any visual processing -First fixate, then segment the surface containing the fixation point. For instance, for the image (see Fig. 2 (a)) discussed above, Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) show the two different cases with fixations on the tree and the horse respectively (the fixation point is shown by the green "X"). Similarly, our segmentation algorithm returns the regions corresponding to these fixations as shown in Fig. 3(b) , and Fig. 3(d) respectively. Similarly, our semantic robot (see Fig. 1 ) fixates at different salient locations in the scene and segment the surface (object) containing those fixation points.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 3, the existing segmentation algorithms are discussed in detail. In Sec. 4, we describe our algorithm to segment the region being fixated on. The experimental results with quantitative analysis is presented in Sec. 5. In Sec. 6, the fixation strategy and how stable the segmentation results are as the location of fixation change inside the region of interest is described. Finally, we conclude our paper with some suggestions for future research in this area.
Related Work
Without prior knowledge or context and only on the basis of signal processing, whatever the segmentation algorithm may be, somehow it needs to decide when to stop growing the segments and stop the process of segmentation. And that input comes from the user. Without any user input, segmenting an image into regions is an ill-posed problem because segmentation can be fine or coarse depending on when the process is stopped. Most popular algorithms amount to such global methods. It is also widely known that it is difficult to estimate the input parameters automatically for any given image. Fig. 3 . In (a) and (c), the fixation points are shown by a green "X". The regions segmented by our algorithm for these fixation points are shown in (b) and (d), respectively. Please note that only the region corresponding to the fixation is segmented, and the scale of the region being fixated does not influence the outcome.
So, several interactive algorithms have been proposed where the objective is to always segment the entire image into two regions: foreground and background. There are different types of these algorithms and they take inputs from the user differently. These algorithms are not automatic and can not be used to build an autonomous visual system. They are used in interactive applications, such as image/video editing, image databases, etc.
Segmentation approaches can be broadly classified into two main categories: image segmentation where monocular cues are used to segment the image, and motion segmentation where motion cues are used to segment the image. Here, we provide a brief overview of both types of segmentation algorithms.
Image segmentation
An image is a two dimensional array of pixels where every pixel has a color, intensity and texture information. A region is a connected set of pixels in the image which have similar color, intensity and texture information. These regions are either obtained by clustering the pixels into coherent groups (such methods are called region based methods) or by identifying the closed boundaries along the edges in the image formed by the gradients in color, intensity and texture values. The closed boundaries are the closed paths through the gradient map of the monocular cues in the image. Each of these closed contours corresponds to a region.
Region based methods
An image is considered to be a graph with each pixel represented by a node in the graph which is connected to the neighboring pixels. The edge connecting two pixels i and j is weighted according to the features of the pixels. In Ref. 29 , the edge weight is computed based on the texture cues and the intervening contour between the pixels. The graph is divided into clusters using eigenvectors of the similarity matrix formed by collecting all the edge weights. In Ref. 23 , the dissimilarity of the color information of the pixels are used to assign the weights to the edges and clusters are formed in an hierarchical clustering fashion. The criterion to group the nodes as it moves up the hierarchy is adapted to the degree of variability in the neighboring regions. Both Refs. 23 and 24 and all other region based segmentation algorithms need a user input to stop the process of grouping the pixels. Reference 29 needs the expected number of regions as input whereas Ref. 23 takes the threshold to stop the clustering process. In fact, without any user input, it is impossible to define the optimal segmentation. There are many other segmentation algorithms 48, 57 which are based on global user parameters like the number of regions or threshold. Unlike the global parameter based segmentation algorithms, the interactive segmentation algorithms 8, 14, 37, 56 always segment the entire image into only two regions: foreground and background. Reference 14 poses the problem of foreground/background segmentation as a binary labeling problem which is solved exactly using the maxflow algorithm. 15 It, however, requires users to label some pixels as foreground or background to build their color models. Reference 12 improved upon Ref. 14 by using a Gaussian mixture Markov random field to better learn the foreground and background models. Reference 37 requires users to specify a bounding box containing the foreground object. Reference 6 requires a seed point for every region in the image. For foreground/background segmentation, at least two seed points are needed. Although these approaches give impressive results, they can not be used as an automatic segmentation algorithm as they critically depend upon the user inputs. Reference 56 tries to automatically select the seed points by using spatial attention based methods and then use these seed points to introduce extra constraints into their normalized cut based formulation. References 49 and 8 need only a single seed point from the user. Reference 49 imposes a constraint on the shape of the object to be a star, meaning the algorithm prefers to segment the convex objects. Also, the user input for this algorithm is critical as it requires the user to specify the center of the star shape exactly in the image. Reference 8 needs only one seed point to be specified on the region of interest and segment the foreground region using a compositional framework. But the algorithm is computationally intensive. It runs multiple iterations to arrive at the final segmentation.
Contour based methods
Contour based segmentation methods start with finding edge fragments in the image first, and then joining the edge fragments to form closed contours. The regions are enclosed by each of these closed contours. Due to the presence of textures and low contrast regions in the image, detecting edge fragments is a hard problem. The second step of joining the edge fragments is done in probabilistic fashion using image statistics. In Ref. 54 , first order Markov model is used for contour shape and the contours were completed using random walk. In Ref. 36 , multiple scales are used to join the contours using orientation and texture cues. References 36 and 54 are edge based segmentation methods.
Similar to the global region based segmentation methods, edge based segmentation algorithms suffer from ambiguity of choosing the appropriate closed loops which are actually the boundaries of the regions in the image. References 32 and 11 need the user to specify the seed points along the contour to be traced. References 27 and 55 need the user to initialize a closed contour which then evolves to adjust the actual boundary in the image.
Motion segmentation
Prior research in motion segmentation can broadly be classified into two groups:
(a) The approaches relying on 2D motion measurements only. 13, 18, 34, 52 There are many limitations in these techniques. Depth discontinuities and independently moving objects both cause discontinuities in the 2D optical flow, and it is not possible to separate these factors without 3D motion and structure estimation. Generally, dense optical flow is calculated at every point in the image and like in the image segmentation, the flow value of each pixel is used to decide similarity between the pixels which is used to cluster them into regions with consistent motion. The main problem with this approach is that the optical flow is inaccurate at the boundaries and hence the region obtained by this approach has generally poor boundaries.
To overcome this problem, many algorithms first segment the frames into regions and then merge the regions by comparing the overall flow of the two regions. The accuracy of this method is dependent on the accuracy of the image segmentation step. If a region is produced by the image segmentation step which include parts from different objects in the scene, it can not be corrected by the later processing of combining regions into bigger regions. To avoid that problem, some techniques oversegment the image into small regions to reduce the chances of having overlapping regions. But discriminating small regions on the basis of their overall flow is difficult. on alternate models of image formation. These additional constraints can be justified for domains such as aerial imagery. In this case, the planarity of the scene allows a registration process, 7, 46, 53, 59 and un-compensated regions correspond to independent movement. This idea has been extended to cope with general scenes by selecting models depending on the scene complexity, 44 or by fitting multiple planes using the plane plus parallax constraint. 25, 38 Most techniques detect independently moving objects based on the 3D motion estimates, either explicitly or implicitly. Some utilize inconsistencies between ego-motion estimates and the observed flow field, while some utilize additional information such as depth from stereo, or partial ego-motion from other sensors. The central problem faced by all motion based techniques is that, in general, it is extremely difficult to uniquely estimate 3D motion from flow. Several studies have addressed the issue of noise sensitivity in structure from motion. In particular, it is known that for a moving camera with a small field of view observing a scene with insufficient depth variation, translation and rotation are easily confused.
Our Approach
Our segmentation strategy involves two consecutive steps: first, all available visual cues are used to generate a probabilistic boundary edge map. The gray scale value of an edge pixel in the map is proportional to the probability of that pixel to be at a region boundary. The method to obtain the map is described in detail in Sec. 1.3.1. Second, the fixation point is selected in the scene either by a visual attention module or by any other meaningful strategy. The probabilistic edge map from the previous step is then transferred from the Cartesian space to the polar space with this fixation point as its pole. In the polar image of the edge map, the closed boundary of the region containing the fixation point from the Cartesian space becomes the path that optimally cuts the edge map into two halves as described in Sec. 1.3.2. The left half of the polar edge map corresponding to the pixels from insides the region is transferred back to the Cartesian space resulting in the segmentation for the selected fixation. The reason for splitting the segmentation process into two steps is that once all the visual cues are used to obtain the probabilistic boundary edge map, the segmentation is defined optimally for every fixation selected in the scene (or image).
Computing probabilistic boundary edge maps
As explained before, the probabilistic boundary edge map encodes the probability of the edge pixels to be at the region boundary as their gray value. This means the edge pixels along the boundary will be brighter than the internal/texture edges. So, ideally, we would want to have a probabilistic boundary edge map wherein all 370 A. K. Mishra & Y. Aloimonos bright edge pixels are the points along the region boundary (depth boundary) in the image. We are going to explore how to generate such a probabilistic boundary edge map.
Our initial probabilistic boundary edge map is the output of the Berkeley edge detector. 30 Martin et al. learned the color and texture properties of the boundary pixels from the labeled data (∼300 images) and use that information to differentiate the boundary edges from the internal edges. See Fig. 4(b) (the edge map of Fig. 4(a) ) as a typical output of the edge detector. Unlike binary edge detectors like canny, it successfully removes the spurious texture edges and highlights the boundary edges, but it still has some strong internal edges (BC, CD, CF) which are not the depth boundaries. Now, to suppress these strong internal edge segments and reinforce the boundary edges (AG, GH, HE, EA), we can use motion and(or) stereo cues. We know that the change in disparity or flow across the internal edges is less than that across the The probabilistic boundary edge map as given by Martin et al. 30 (c) The magnitude of the optical flow vectors calculated by Brox et al. 17 The gray value of an image pixel represent the magnitude. (d) The modified boundary edge map as a result of using motion cues to reinforce the boundary edges and suppress the internal edges.
Active Segmentation 371 boundary edges. So, we can look into both sides of the edges to find the change in flow and disparity and modify its probability (or gray value) accordingly. We break the edge map into straight line segments (such as AB, BC, CD, etc. shown in Fig. 4(b) ) and select rectangular regions of width w at a distance r on its both sides. See Fig. 4(c) . We then calculate the average disparity and/or average flow inside these rectangles. The absolute difference in the average disparity, d, and the magnitude of the average flow, f , is a measure of how likely a segment is to be at the depth boundary. The greater the difference, higher is the likelihood of the edge segment to be at the boundary. The rectangular regions are selected at a equal distance r on both sides from the edge segment, because, at the boundary, the flow or disparity is more corrupted than inside the object. We chose r and w to be 5 and 10 pixels for our experiments. Now, the brightness of an edge pixel on the edge segment is changed as
for motion and stereo cues respectively where I(·) and I (·) are the original and the improved edge maps respectively, α b is the weight associated with the relative importance of the monocular cue based boundary estimate. For our experiments, we chose α b to be 0.2. The improved probabilistic boundary edge map is shown in Fig. 4(d) wherein the internal edge are dim and the boundary edges are bright.
Polar space for scale normalization
Before we explain the method to find the optimal closed boundary around the fixation point, it is important to first explain why we choose to do so in the polar co-ordinate system. Let us consider finding the optimal contour for the red fixation on the disc shown in Fig. 5(a) . The gradient edge map (Fig. 5(b) ) of the disc has two concentric circles. The big circle is the actual boundary of the disc whereas the small circle is just the internal edge on the disc. Say, the edge map correctly assigns the boundary contour intensity 0.78 and the internal contour 0.39 (the intensity ranges from 0 to 1). The lengths of the two circles are 400 and 100 pixels. Now, the cost of tracing the boundary and the internal contour in the Cartesian space will be 88 = 400 × (1 − 0.78) and 61 = 100 × (1 − 0.39). Clearly, the internal contour costs less and hence will be considered optimal even though the boundary contour is the brightest and should actually be the optimal contour. In fact, this problem of inherently preferring short contours over long contours has already been identified in the graph cut based approaches where the minimum cut usually prefers to take "short cut" in the image.
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To fix this "short cut" problem, we have to transfer these contours to a space where their lengths no longer depend upon the area they enclose in the Cartesian space. And, the cost of tracing these contours in this space will now be independent of their scales in the Cartesian space. The polar space has this property and we use it to solve the scale problem. The contours are transformed from the Cartesian coordinate system to the polar co-ordinate system with the red fixation in Fig. 5(b) as 
Segmenting the polar edge map
Now, after explaining the rationale for using the polar co-ordinate system, we present our method to convert the probabilistic boundary map from the Cartesian to polar co-ordinate system. After that, our algorithm to obtain the optimal Active Segmentation 373 contour which is essentially an optimal path through the resulting polar probabilistic boundary edge map starting from its top row to its bottom row. We propose to generate a continuous 2D function W (·) by placing 2D Gaussian kernel functions on every edge pixel. The major axis of these Gaussian kernel functions is aligned with the orientation of the edge pixel. The variance along the major axis is inversely proportional to the distance between the edge pixel and the pole O. Let E be the set of all edge pixels. The intensity at any sub-pixel location (x, y) in Cartesian coordinates is , σ 2 ye = K 2 , θ e is the orientation at the edge pixel e, K 1 = 900 and K 2 = 4 are constants. The reason for setting the square of variance along the major axis, σ 2 xe , to be inversely proportional to the distance of the edge pixel from the pole is to keep the gray values of the edge pixels in the polar edge map, the same as the corresponding edge pixel in the Cartesian edge map. The intuition behind using variable width kernel functions for different edge pixels is as follows: Imagine an edge pixel being a finite sized elliptical bean aligned with its orientation, and you look at it from the location chosen as pole. The edge pixels closer to the pole (or center) will appear bigger and those farther away from the pole will appear smaller.
The polar edge map I pol E (r, θ) is calculated by sampling W (x, y). The intensity values of I pol E scaled to lie between 0 and 1. An example of this polar edge map is shown in Fig. 6(c) . Our convention is that the angle θ ∈ [0 • , 360 • ] varies along the vertical axis of the graph and increases from the top to the bottom whereas the radius 0 ≤ r ≤ r max is represented along the horizontal axis increasing from left to the right. r max is the maximum Euclidean distance between the fixation point and any other location on the image.
Finding the optimal cut through the polar edge map
Let us consider every pixel p ∈ P of I pol E as a node in the graph and is connected to their 4 immediate neighbors (Fig. 8) . As the rows of the graph represent rays originating from the fixation point, the first and the last rows of this graph are connected. They represent the points along the rays θ = 0 • and θ = 360
• which are the same ray in the polar representation. Thus, every pair of (θ = 0 • , r) and (θ = 360 • , r) should be connected by an edge in the graph. The set of all the edges between nodes in the graph is denoted by Ω. Let us assume l = {0, 1} are the two possible labels for each pixel where l p = 0 indicates 'inside' and l p = 1 denotes 'outside'. The goal is to find a labeling f (P ) → l that corresponds to the minimum energy where the energy function is defined as:
. At the start, there is no information about how the inside and outside of the region containing the fixation looks. So, the data term for all the nodes in the graph except the ones in the first column and the last column is zero (U p (l p ) = 0, ∀p ∈ (r, θ), 0 < r < r max , 0
• ≤ θ ≤ 360 • ). The nodes in the first column correspond to the fixation point in the Cartesian space and hence must be labeled l p = 0:
The nodes in the last column must lie outside the region and are initialized to the
See Fig. 8 . For our experiments, we chose D to be 100; the high value is to make sure the initial labels do not change as a result of minimization. We use the graph cut algorithm 16 to minimize the energy function, Q(f ). The resulting binary segmentation is transferred back to the Cartesian space to get the desired segmentation. Fig. 6(f) shows the segmentation for the fixation (the "X") in the image Fig. 6(a) . The binary segmentation as a result of the minimization step explained above splits the polar edge map into two parts: left side (inside) and right side (outside). See Figs. 6(e) and 6(f). The color information on the left (inside) and the right (outside) can now be used to modify the data term, U p (·), in the energy function Q(f ). The RGB value at any pixel in the polar image (I and the last column nodes is:
We again use the graph cut algorithm to minimize the energy function, Q(f ) with new data term. The segmentation result improves after introducing the color information in the energy formulation. See Fig. 7 . The boundary between the left (label 0) and the right (label 1) regions in the polar space will correspond to a closed contour in the Cartesian space.
Results
We evaluated the performance of the proposed algorithm on 20 videos with average length of seven frames and 50 stereo pairs with respect to their ground-truth segmentation. For each sequence and stereo pair, only the most prominent object of interest is identified and segmented manually to create the ground-truth foreground and background masks. The fixation is chosen randomly anywhere on this object of interest. The videos used for the experiment are of all types: stationary scenes captured with a moving camera, dynamic scenes captured with a moving camera, and dynamic scenes captured with a stationary camera. The segmentation output of our algorithm is compared with the ground truth segmentation in terms of the F-measure defined as 2.P.R/(P + R) where P stands for the precision which calculates the percentage of our segmentation overlapping with the ground truth, and R stands for recall which measure the percentage of the ground-truth segmentation overlapping with our segmentation. Table 1 shows that after adding motion or stereo cues with color and texture cues, the performance of the proposed method improves significantly. With color and texture cues only, the strong internal edges prevent the method from tracing the actual depth boundary. See Fig. 9(Row 2) . However, the motion or stereo cues clean the internal edges as described in Sec. 3 and the proposed method finds the correct segmentation (Fig. 9, Row 3) .
To also evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm in the presence of the monocular cues only, the images from the Alpert image database 5 has been used. The Berkeley edge detector 30 provides the probabilistic boundary maps of Fig. 9 . Row 1-3: a moving camera and stationary objects. Row 4: an image from a stereo pair. Row 5: a moving object (car) and a stationary camera. Row 6: moving objects (human, cars) and a moving camera. Column 1: the original images with fixations (the "X"). Column 2: Our segmentation results for the fixation using monocular cues only. Column 3: Our segmentation results for the same fixation after combining motion or stereo cues with monocular cues.
Active Segmentation 379 these images. The fixation on the image is chosen at the center of the bounding box around the foreground. Our definition of the segmentation for a fixation is the region enclosed by the depth boundary which is difficult to find with the monocular cues only. Table 2 shows that we perform better than that of Refs. 40 and 47 and close to Refs. 5 and 8.
Fixation Strategy
The proposed method clearly depends on the fixation point and thus it is important to select the fixations automatically. Fixation selection is a mechanism that depends on the underlying task as well as other senses (like sound). In the absence of these cues, one has to concentrate on generic visual solutions. There is a significant amount of research done on the topic of visual attention 26, 39, 50 primarily to find the salient locations in the scene where the human eye may fixate. For our segmentation framework as the next section shows, the fixation just needs to be inside the objects in the scene. As long as this is true, the correct segmentation will be obtained. Fixation points amount to features in the scene and the recent literature on features comes in handy. 28,31 Although we do not yet have a definite way to automatically select fixations, we can easily generate the potential fixations that lie inside most of the objects in a scene. Figure 11 shows multiple segmentation using this technique.
Stability analysis
Here, we verify our claim that the optimal closed boundary for any fixation inside a region remains same. The possible variation in the segmentation will occur due to the presence of bright internal edges in the probabilistic boundary edge map. To evaluate the stability of segmentation with respect to the location of fixation inside the object, we devise the following procedure: Choose a fixation roughly at the center of the object and calculate the optimal closed boundary enclosing the segmented region. Calculate the average scale, S avg , of the segmented region as Area/π. Now, the new fixation is chosen by moving away from the original fixation in the random direction by n · S avg where n = {0. Fig. 12(a) that the overlap values are better for the smooth regions than for the textured regions. Textured regions might have strong internal edges making it possible for the original optimal path to modify as the fixation Fig. 10 . The first column contains images with the fixation shown by a green "X". Our segmentation for these fixations is shown in the second column. The red rectangle around the object in the first column is the user input for the GrabCut algorithm. 37 The segmentation output of the iterative GrabCut algorithm (implementation provided by www.cs.cmu.edu/˜mohitg/segmentation.htm) is shown in the third column. The last column contains the output of normalized cut algorithm with the region boundary of our segmentation overlayed on it.
Active Segmentation 381 moves to a new location. However, for the smooth regions, there is a stable optimal path around the fixation, it does not change dramatically as the fixation moves to a new location. We also calculate the overlap values for the 100 frames from video sequences; first with their boundary edge map given by Ref. 30 , and then using the enhanced boundary edge map after combining motion cues. The results is shown in Fig. 12(b) . We can see that the segmentation becomes stable as motion cues suppress the internal edges and reinforce the boundary edge pixels in the boundary edge map. 
Conclusion
We proposed here a novel formulation of segmentation in conjunction with fixation. The framework combines monocular cues with motion and/or stereo to disambiguate the internal edges from boundary edges. The approach is motivated by biological vision and it may have connections to neural models developed for the problem of border ownership in segmentation. 21 Although the framework was developed for an active observer, it applies to image databases as well, where the notion of fixation amounts to selecting an image point which becomes the center of the polar transformation. One of the reasons for getting good segmentation with only monocular cues is the better probabilistic boundary edge map given by Ref. 30 . Our contribution here was to formulate an old problem -segmentation -in a different way and show that existing computational mechanisms in the state of the art computer vision are sufficient to lead us to promising automatic solutions. Our approach can be complemented in a variety of ways, for example by introducing a multitude of cues. An interesting avenue has to do with learning models of the world. For example, if we had a model of a horse, we could segment the entire body of the horse in Fig. 3(b) .
